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- 2011 Reform: Tax does not change. What changes is ability of large firms to get around it:
  - before: can avoid tax using Treasury Facilities
  - after: stop this practice
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Empirical Strategy

- Heterogeneous treatment effect of the 2011 Tax Reform

Before and after graphs showing the mean of bank loans for sales within the cutoff (COP millions) for treatment and control groups. The graph on the left shows a positive correlation between sales and bank loans for the treatment group before the tax reform, while the graph on the right shows a decline in the mean of bank loans for the treatment group after the tax reform.
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1. Why strong heterogeneous effects among firms above cutoff tax rate is not progressive

2. Large differences in observables across firms above cutoff:
   - See coefficient of variation for: investment, profitability, size

3. Suggestion: standard RDD seems more natural approach
   - allow to compare firms of similar size
   - smoothness around cutoff in other observables: testable
   - there is a clear discontinuity at the threshold!
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1. Additional outcomes:
   - vertical integration
   - informality
   - alternatives to banking sector (fintech?)

2. Results suggest substitution with trade credit almost seamless.
   - is it really?
     - back of the envelope quantification
   - intensive vs extensive margin of trade credit
     - relationships already in place for large firms?
     - upfront costs: negotiating contractual terms, building trust
To Sum up

- Fascinating results
- Well written paper
- Some suggestions for empirical strategy and discussion